model system with which to investigate the way in which such transcription factors act to determine patterns of nerve growth. [1] is usually formed in abdominal segments A 3 -A 5 . Segments A 2 and A 6 frequently show muscle defects (asterisk) even at the permissive temperature and are excluded from analyses (see Experimental Pro-
Results

The
Eve Is Necessary for Motor Axon Projections cedures). Triangles denote the dorsal midline (heart).
into the Dorsal ISN Because it is known that presynaptic release sites innervation by appropriate motorneurons in elav-GAL4; Figures 5G and 5H) . Specifically, the complete fusion of ISN and SN nerves is reduced (at the level of ventral muscle field. The implications of our findings are that together eve and islet might constitute a bimodal the CNS exit points from 63% to 56% and in the periphery from 86% to 55%, n ϭ 252). Furthermore, the SNa switch that directs motor axon growth either to ventral (islet) or dorsal (eve) regions of the muscle field. One never forms in late stage 16 elav-GAL4; UAS-eve embryos, but forms in 16% of hemisegments when beat is prediction of such an interpretation would be that the expression patterns of these two genes in motorneurons coexpressed (Figures 5G and 5H ; n ϭ 252). Thus, Eve directs motor axons to the dorsal region are mutually exclusive. In the wild type, this is the case (Thor and Thomas, 1997; this paper). Moreover, while of the muscle field by suppressing expression of the ventrally directing islet gene and by promoting adhesion the expression pattern of Eve remains unchanged when Islet is either absent or ectopically expressed (data not to the ISN. 
Discussion
region of the muscle field (Thor and Thomas, 1997). Thus, together eve and islet specify dorsal and ventral destinations in the ISN, and dorsal growth does not We have used the neuromuscular system of the Drosophila embryo as a model system in which to study appear to be simply a default pathway from which islet diverts axons into the ventral muscle field (Figure 6) In vertebrates, the tinman-expressing domain of the mesoderm also produces the heart, suggesting that there has been some conservation of the machinery that underlies the diversification of the mesoderm (for review see Bodmer and Venkatesh, 1998). However, this tinman-expressing region of the vertebrate mesoderm does not give rise to somatic muscles (Romer and Parsons, 1989), and it may be that it is this divergence in the fates of mesodermal cells in vertebrates and flies that accounts for the fact that there is a dorsally projecting set of motorneurons in Drosophila, which is not matched by a comparable set in vertebrates. Interestingly, in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, a homolog of the Drosophila eve gene, vab-7, is also expressed in a set of motorneurons that go to dorsal targets, and it is required for their correct pathfinding (B. Esmaeili and J. Ahringer, personal communication). Thus, it appears that the function of eve in directing patterns of motorneuron growth is an ancient one.
Experimental Procedures
Fly Stocks
Muscles are named according to 
